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A Linear Time Theory for Recognizing Surfaces in 3-D

Abstract

We present a new theoretical approach to rigid object recognition in range imagery. It is

based on a special re-parametrization of a smooth surface that does not depend on the

condition of rotation, translation, or parametrization of the surface, or on occlusion of

remote parts of the surface. If a point on the surface appears, then it always transforms

to numerically identical coordinates in the special parameter system. This amounts to a

continuous correspondence between points on two surfaces and permits the comparison of

the surfaces by correlation techniques. We present a new method for the determination of

relative pose between two congruent surfaces from the Cartesian coordinates of

corresponding pairs of points, The pose is the minimum eigensolution of a rank 4 real

symmetric matrix whose entries are correlation coefficients. We also introduce a means for

predicting correspondences between primitives in any geometric matching scheme.
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1. Introduction

The new technology of range imagery has propelled researchers in image understanding

past the problem of determining the shape of a object from ambiguous clues in luminance

images such as shading. A range image defines the visible geometry of the surface of an

object, except for the more familiar effects of noise and sampling. This has brought us to

the next problem of deciding! when two shapes are "the same", discounting rotation and

translation. It has become important to characterize shapes in such a way that they can

be compared.

The classical mathematical study of differential geometry has supplied several techniques

for dealing with surfaces. In particular, the curvatures of the surface have been con

sidered. Since the curvatures do not depend on rotation, translation, or parametrization,

they have been attractive candidates for this characterization of surfaces. Brady et. ale

have approached9, 4 the problem of characterizing surfaces by finding a few special curves

in the surface that conveyed decisive information about the surface. Most of the surface

does not appear in such a representation except in the very indirect way of not qualifying

as special. It appears however that this very sparse characterization may be sufficient" to

permit the comparison of objects and therefore the recognition of objects.

Faugeras and Hebert6 have recently reported an important geometric technique for object

recognition in range imagery. They partition the surface of the imaged object into a set

of plane segments, each defined by its normal n, together with a distance d from the ori

gin in the image coordinate system. A model object is similarly represented in its coordi

nate system. A "backtrack tree search n is then used to determine the correspondence

that minimizes a sum of mismatches between the parameters of each imaged plane and

the parameters of the correspondent model plane
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(1.1)

where the rotation, R, followed by the translation, t, together define an unknown rigid

motion, and 11" defines an unknown correspondence from imaged planes to model planes.

The constant weight, W, is an empirically chosen adjustment for the relative effect of the

orientation error and the translation error. Since the total mismatch is computed as a

sequence of partial sums, they can use the current partial sum as a "branch and bound"

cost to control the search. This exploits the powerful geometric constraints relating plane

segments rather than just the adjacency constraints 10,3,11 used previously.

However the planar segmentation of the surface is not "visible-invariant" for a general

curved surface and this deficiency compromises both the theory and performance of the

algorithm. Jain and Besl define a "visible-invariant" leature2 as one that does not depend

on the pose of the object or the parametrization of its surface or the occlusion of other

features, if only it is visible at all. The planar partition fails in two ways on smooth sur

faces. First it is sensitive to occlusion of remote parts of the surface: The plane segments

neighboring an occlusion edge must conform to the detailed shape of the edge, just as the

next-nearest neighbors must in turn conform to the edge presented by the nearest neigh

bors. This effect propagates into the surface so that the particular planar segment that a

pixel falls into depends on the details of occlusion several segments away. Second, each

plane segment will contain a directional uncertainty of order <J'l = krmlL radians, where

L is a length typical of the size of the planar segment and kr~ = (k f +ki )/2 defines the

root mean square curvature in terms of the principal curvatures of the surface. Further-

more, the planar segmentations of two similar but not identical views of a large smooth

surface will drift relative to each other: The unit normal of a segment near the center of

the large surface will have accumulated a variance of order aN = VN al radians, where

N is the number of planar segments along a typical diameter of the large surface. The

tradeoff in the size of the segments could be optimized, but we are interested in a more
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fundamental reform.

Clearly our objection to planar partitions must be tempered by Faugeras and Hebert's

success. Evidently global consistency between corresponding segments results in a

minimum of the mismatch that is still sharp enough to identify the correct rigid body

motion in spite of the noise introduced by the planar modeling, which must broaden and

weaken the minimum. We view the speed that Faugeras and Hebert report as doubly

strong support for the use of rigid body geometric constraints.

With the expectation of better performance, the previous authors also introduce a version

of their algorithm based on quadric segments rather than planes. v'ie agree, since exact

quadric surfaces are common in industrial applications; the partition of a surface com

posed of exact and distinct quadric segments will be visible-invariant just as a planar par

tition of a polyhedron will be visible-invariant. Imaged surfaces that are not exactly qua

dric, however, will be subject to the same errors.

Faugeras and Hebert properly divide the problem of recognizing segmented surfaces into

two subproblems: (1) finding the correct correspondence between the set of imaged seg

ments and the set of model segments, and (2) determining the rigid motion that will bring

the two surfaces into coincidence. In this paper, we will present improved solutions to

both subproblems. In section 2, we introduce a new surface parametrization and show

how this representation solves a restricted surface recognition problem. In section 3, we

extend this method to more complex surfaces and present a recognition algorithm for

noiseless surfaces and we introduce a correspondence prediction function to accelerate the

search for the correct correspondence. The theory depends on a certain richness in the

geometry of surfaces which is absent from some common surfaces, so in section 4, we

extend the theory to treat some cases of those simple surfaces. In section 5, we summarize

our results.
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2. Parametrized curves in 2-D and surfaces in 3-D

In general, even a smooth surface must be defined as a collection of several parts13 to per

mit a parametric representation that is regular on each part. The surface of a solid

object will require more than one range image to completely represent it; and the different

views might overlap. A tomographical surface might involve several layers where outer

layers enclose inner layers. Such a surface will be represented as several parametrized

parts possibly having intersecting parameter domains, but all rigidly related geometri

cally. The following theory easily treats such surfaces on several parameter domains

since the transformation that we will introduce will always map every occurrence of a

particular point to the same coordinates, where multiple occurrences can be properly

exploited, say to reduce noise.

The technique developed in this paper will involve the re-parametrization of a surface,

originally parametrized on sensor coordinates, perhaps. Since this new parametrization

will involve domains unrelated to those of the original parametrization, we will assume for

clarity that the data is originally given on one domain.

In this paper, we will make extensive use of the theory of differential geometry, and, in

particular, representations for and properties of curvatures. Space does not permit a

review of this theory here. The interested reader is directed to standard texts13 for more

information. Curvature is a property of surfaces in 3-space which exhibits some very

attractive invariances to changes in viewpoint. In the next section, we illustrate, through

a simple one-dimensional example, some of these invariant features.

2.1 Invariance of Curvature to Viewpoint: An Example

In this section we demonstrate the fact that curvature is invariant to viewpoint using a

simple one-dimensional example. Suppose we are given the function in the z =0 plane



y = X
2

•

Any point on this curve may be represented by the 3-vector

r = [x,y,z]T,
or, in parametric form (using the single parametrization t =x )

Now, the curvature

Ir X i=1 2
K= =

(r or)3/2 [1 +4t2]312 '

where a dot indicates a derivative with respect to t, so that

(2.4)

5

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

r = [1, 2t, 0] T r = [0, 2, 0] T • (2.5)
Now suppose this original parabola undergoes a motion in the plane consisting of a rota-

tion of e about the Z axis, followed by a translation of [dx,dy]. The new coordinate pairs

[z ' ,y ') are related to the original points by

z' = z cos 9 - y sin e + dz

y' = z sin e + y cos e + dYe

Using the parametrization defined above, this becomes.

z' = t cos e - t 2 sin e + dz,

y' = t sin e + t2 cos e + dy,

cos 8 - 2t sin a
r = sin 8 + 2t cos e,

o

and

- 2 sin A
r = 2 cos e .

o

Now,

Ir X rI = 2 cos 2 8 - 4t sin 8 cos 8 + 2 sin2 e + 4t sin e cos 8

= 2

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)
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r·r = cos2 9 - 4t cos esin e + 4t2 sin2 e + sin2 e + 4t cos e sin e + 4t
2

cos2 e
= (cos2 e + sin 2 e) + 4t2(sin2 e + cos 2 e)

= 1 + 4t 2

and we have the same result as before.

2.2 Parametrized Surfaces in 3-D

(2.11)

Consider a segment of a parametrised-f surface: it is a map, X, from some set of points

on the plane called the domain, U ~ R 2, to a set of points in 3-space,

X:U--R 3
•

X is specified by three parametric equations

(2.12)

x(u) = [xl(u1,u2), x2(ul,u2), X3(ul,U2) ]T, (2.13)
that are three times continuously differentiable except perhaps on a finite number of

curves and points. The z 's are the real Cartesian components of the point on the surface

identified by the u's. This representation of a surface is both general and popular. It is,

for instance, the ideal surface that is sampled in a single range image array.

We may refer to the entire surface represented by X on U as the set image, X( U), of the

domain set U. Since we will use several maps, this kind of notation will help keep our

meaning clear. The actual surface, X( U), is visible-invariant, but the details of the

parametrization are not unique. The identical surface may be represented by Y( V) where

Y: V __R 3 , and Y is some different triple of functions from those of X defined on some

different domain set V. Or the surface Y( V) may be a rotated or translated "copy" of

X( U). Or it may be unrelated. If we denote the "image surface" as AY"( U) and the

"model surface" as Y( V), the question of interest is whether X( U) is "congruent" to

Y( V). That is to say, does there exist a rigid motion, M, such that ~Y( U) = MY( V)?

We will employ the surface curvature to answer this question. Although the curvature of

smooth industrial surfaces is always well defined, we will limit ourselves in this section to
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one region of the surface on which the curvature satisfies an additional property. Con

sider a domain, U, on which the curvature map of the imaged surface, K[:U-.R 2, has a

nonsingular Jacobian matrix everywhere

detJ = det [a(k1,k2
) 1=1= o. ( )

a(ul,U2) 2.14

We shall call any region on which J is never singular a "regular segment". On a regular

segment, K[ therefore13 has a local inverse everywhere. We show in Appendix A that this

is sufficient for the curvature map to have also a global inverse, on the additional condi-

tion that the regular segment is part of a quadric surface. We believe that the additional

condition is unnecessary but we have not been able to prove our conjecture. The conjec-

ture simplifies the theory and we will assume it to be true. Even if it is not true, the

theory can be modified by using the notion of "multiple valued functions" borrowedf

from the study of complex variables. This complication will be mentioned in the conclu-

sian to the paper.

If K is invertible then the composite function XoK1-1:K/( U)...X{ U) is a single valued,

visible-invariant parametrization of the segment: For each pair of principal curvature

values, a unique point on the surface is determined. A similar map can be constructed on

any model segment, Y:K~Vl:KM(V)- Y( V). This composite map takes a pair of principal

curvatures to a Cartesian triple on the surface. The entire surface can be accessed by

varying the curvature pair. A small area on the surface is related to a small area on the

curvature plane by

dA = PI(k)dk 2
, (2.15)

where p is the square root of the determinant of the metric for the image curvature

parametrization,

p[(k) = V detG[. (2.16)

The metric has a positive definite determinant13 in this parametrization just as the metric
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in the original parametrization, G/o, from which it is derived in the usual way:13

G/ = (J-I)T G/OJ- 1• (2.17)

And the original metric (or the "first fundamental matrix", as it is sometimes called) is

defined in terms of first partials of the original parametrization of the imaged surface,

X: U.-.R 3 ,

(G) - ~ ·~ 1< Q.<2
/0 (.l - -Ct,tJ- ,

at-' aU a aUJ3

In a completely analogous way, a metric for the model surface, GMO, can be defined from

the original parametrization of the model surface; this can be transformed to the curva-

ture parametrization for the model surface, G~\{, by the appropriate Jacobian; and from

this, an area density, PM' can be derived for the model surface in the visible-invariant cur-

vature parametrization.

For an imaged segment to be "congruent with" a model segment, the two must satisfy (1)

a "domain test" which requires the curvature image of the former to be contained in the

curvature image of the latter, K/( [I)c;KM ( V), with equality holding in the absence of

occlusion. And (2), a "range test", PI = PM for all k E K/( U), that is, on the curvature

image of the imaged segment. Rather than exact equality in the presence of noise, it is

more sensible to require that

f dk2 [p/(k) - PM(k)r
Kr(U)

not exceed some small threshold.

We will define the "pose" of the imaged segment as that rigid motion which brings the

model segment into coincidence with the the imaged segment. Specifically, the pose is that

rigid motion M for which

f dk2 p/(k) Ix(k) - .\ly(k)12 = 0,
Kr(U)

where x and yare now regarded as functions of k, as given by the curvature parametriza-
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tion. For realistic surfaces with noise, the minimum. defines the proper M, but the

minimum is no longer zero.

By this definition, the pose of the imaged surface depends not only on the imaging coordi

nate system, but also on the model coordinate system. These dependences are in opposite

senses and tend to cancel, but are nevertheless essential. In this scheme, there is no AI

style conceptualization of the surface and no notion of a natural coordinate system or a

preferred pose for a surface. But any definition of a parameterized surface also defines a

pose by the choice of the coordinate system in which the Cartesian values of the

parametrization are given. We precisely preserve this arbitrary choice.

Thus, if the imaged surface consists of exactly one regular segment, the curvature

parametrization provides a transformation which will match exactly (in the absence of

noise) the corresponding model segment, provided both model segment and image seg

ment have the same pose. More specifically, a segment may be represented by an array

indexed by the two principal curvatures. If two such arrays are identical, the surfaces are

identical and posed identically. In Appendix B, we develop a simple technique for deter

mining the existence (and value) of a rigid motion, M, which will make the two arrays

identical or at least similar in a least squares sense. If such a motion exists, then the two

surfaces are congruent and the motion, M, represents their relative pose.

If the image being viewed consists of more than one regular segment, more sophisticated

techniques must be emphasized, as discussed in the next section.

2.3 Invertibility of the curvature parametrization: an example

We can eliminate the arbitrary parameter, t, from the example given in section 2.1. In

equation 2.4, we stated the relationship between curvature, K, and t which can be solved

for t:
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(2.20)

Thus

(2.21)

So for a particular value of K, Y(K) is determined uniquely and X(K) is determined to

within a sign. To see why x is not determined uniquely, we need to examine the deriva-

tive of K{t) at t=O,

K = -24t [1+4t 2 ]-5/2. (2.22)

Since K is a function of only one variable, this derivative is the Jacobian of K; we will use

the two dimensional generalization of this case in the treatment of surfaces. On any

interval where K does not vanish, K:R -.R is 1-1 and therefore invertible. At t =0, we find

K = 0, so that the point t=x=O is a singular point of the inverted function, t(K), but it

divides two regular regions. If we know we are in the first quadrant, t >0, then the

parametrization on K provides a unique solution for x and y. Furthermore, as we demon-

strated in equation 2.11, this parametrization is invariant under transition and rotation.

So on either of the regular intervals, any rigid motion on the curve only affects the coordi-

nate values of the point. And the curvature of the point identifies it in a visible-invariant

way.

3.0 Surfaces Composed of Several Regular Segments

The curvature images of two regular segments will not necessarily be disjoint, so that in

general, K is not globally I-Ion a surface comprising more than one regular segment.

Practically, there are two cases. The first case is analogous to the undefined sign in the

example of section 2.3: There may exist space curves along which the gradients of the

principal curvatures are not linearly independent, either because one of the gradients van

ishes along that curve, or because the two gradients are parallel along it. Secondly, there
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may be regions on the surface that are geometrically simple in the sense that one of these

pathologies occurs. A sphere or cylinder is such a surface. We will call these unfor

tunately simple regions "singular segments". In this section, we will deal with the first

case by partitioning the imaged surface into regular segments on each of which K is

invertible. For now, we will assume that the surface contains no singular segments, and

discuss the other case in section 4.

3.1 The J Partition of a Surface

We will partition the parameter domain into a union of open disjoint sets on which the

curvatures are continuous and detJ does not vanish. There will remain an edge set, E,

which contains the closure of the U's and would also contain the singular segments of

more general surfaces. So

i= 111

U = U U· U E.
i= 1 1

(3.1)

The partition is represented by a "label array", L/: U-I, where the image, L/( U), is the

set of the first n/ integers and LJ(u) is the number of the segment that the parameter pair

u falls into. This partition is visible-invariant, that is, it can be reproduced uniquely and

identically on the corresponding model domain, V, except that missing data may remove

parts of an imaged segment without changing any boundary. The set of edge points, E, is

the pre-image of zero under the Jacobian, which we here have assumed to have zero meas-

ure.

Now we will say that a surface, X( U), containing n/ regular segments, is congruent to a

surface, Y( V), containing nM> n/ regular segments, if (1) there exists a permutation on

· h ·th· t · t iththe integers 'TT:I-I such that for z = 1,2,... ,n/, t e Z image segmen is congruen Wi

the 'TT( i)th model segment, as discussed in section 2; and (2), there exists a single motion

M that brings all the correspondent segments into simultaneous coincidence
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(3.2)

where Pi,I is the surface area density for the i th segment of the imaged surface (we could

drop the I subscript, since by the first test, the densities of the two surfaces agree). This

is a straightforward generalization of the case of a single segment to a rigid body compris-

ing several regular segments.

3.2 The Label Prediction Function

Faugeras and Hebert6 have demonstrated that branch and bound techniques lead to

efficient searches for the best of the n! candidate 71"'s. We are presently assuming noise-

free surfaces that either can be made to coincide with zero mismatch or can be rejected.

If the imaged surface contains no congruent segments and neither does the model surface,

then branch and bound would reduce false subtrees to unit depth. This would lead to a

O( n 2) algorithm. In the case of noisy data, O( n 2) becomes the best case time for branch

and bound, because the minimal mismatch cost is no longer known, but we still might

find that new minimum on our first path through the search tree. In the worst case, the

time to find the global optimum becomes factorial (exponential). In practice, branch and

bound probably runs fairly close to best case time because the rigid body constraint

should tend to make incorrect correspondences immediately obvious (i.e. unit depth false

subtrees) for reasonably asymmetric objects.

In this section, we will introduce a technique for predicting the model segment

corresponding with an unmatched image segment. The prediction results from the con-

straints of rigid body geometry on the surfaces under consideration. If the pose of the

imaged surface is known, a point in space belonging to an unmatched segment may be

transformed to the corresponding point in the model space. The segment label of any

model point can be determined. This segment will be the only possible match consistent
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with the pose. This prediction can be done in constant time, as will be shown below. The

pose is defined by the motion, M, which was fixed by the previous correspondences. Each

match determines M in time proportional to the number of pixels in the imaged segment.

Neglecting noise, the root correspondence completely determines a motion, so that this

prediction function leads to an algorithm that is asymptotically faster than any branch

and bound: the only search is for the correct assignment of the root of the search tree.

For each possible root, the remaining path through the search tree is determined. Evi

dently, this technique is of general utility: it can be used in any rigid body matching

scheme that has progressed far enough to estimate M. In Faugeras and Hebert's scheme,

a search path longer than three planar matches completely determines M, so all subse

quent matches could be predicted. It would not be as useful there as it is here because the

planar segmentation is not visible-invariant. This means that the planar image segments

and model segments will not in general correspond exactly, as discussed in section 1. Of

course, in any case, noise could limit the validity of the predictor to some neighborhood of

known correspondences.

Define the label prediction function A:I...I from the integers to the integers so that for a

image segment { } A( i )i E 1,2,···,n/ , IS the corresponding model segment

m E {1,2, · · · ,nM}. It is easy to implement this function in terms of previously defined

functions.

A(i) = LM( }'"-l( M- 1 x) ), (3.3)

for any x E X( U,r A would be coded as an interpolation-and-lookup. It can be under-

stood by working from the inside-out: M-1 is the inverse of the current candidate motion

from model to image, so that i\-'f-1(x) is the Cartesian triple in the unmatched image seg

ment in question, transformed to the model coordinate system. y-l is the inverse of the

model surface parametrization, so that y-l( ...U-1(x)) is the parameter pair which

id~ntifies the transformed triple in the model parameter domain, if such point exists (if
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not, then either the model or the pose can be rejected). Finally, LM : V...1 is the labeling

produced by the segmentation of the model image. It maps the model parameter pair to

the number that was assigned to its segment.

3.3 Recognition Algorithm for Surfaces Composed of Regular Segments

The following algorithm MATCH will either reject an image/model match or produce the

rigid motion that brings the two into coincidence. It assumes that both image and model

surfaces are segmented as discussed in section 3.1, and that detG and u are available in

global memory perhaps as arrays indexed by k for both surfaces. Since we are assuming

noise-free surfaces, the rigid motion M is determined by the first call to FINDPOSE, and

subsequent M's are simply required to be identical; this is certainly not the optimal treat

ment of noisy surfaces, but we hope it is a good way to convey the gist of the technique.

For an image that has no congruent segments, the algorithm will be shown to run in time

that is linear in the number of pixels. The segmentation can be done 12, 5 on conventional

sequential architectures in practically linear time, where N is the number of pixels in the

image, and in linear time on special purpose architectures. Evidently, it may be possible

to build a vision system that would operate in time that is practically linear in the

number of pixels.
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MATCH
begin
m:=l;
while m < n}~.f

begin

if ISCONTAINED( 1, m ) = SUCCESS then
begin
M := FINDPOSE( i , m );

if FINISH( 2 ) = SUCCESS then
return SUCCESS;

end
m := m + 1;
end

return FAll..URE
end

FINISH( i )
begin
if i > nI then

return SUCCESS
else

begin
m := A(i);
if m = 0 then

return FAll..URE
if ISCONTAINED( i, m ) = SUCCESS then

begin
MTEST ;= FINDPOSE( i , m );
if MTEST = M then

return FINISH( i + 1 )
else

return FAILURE;
end

else
return FAILURE

end
end

The routine ISCONTAINED(i, m) returns SUCCESS if imaged segment U, and model

segment Vm satisfy both the domain test and the range test as defined in section 2; other

wise it returns FAILURE. The routine FINDPOSE( i, m ) determines 1"/, the rigid
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motion that brings U, and Vm into coincidence, as discussed in Appendix B. A is defined

in section 3.2.

In the worst case, ~TCH will call ISCONTAINED O(n) times to find the model seg-

ment corresponding to imaged segment 1. For unsymmetric objects, there is only one

possibility. If none is found, the model is rejected. If a candidate is found, then FINISH

will be called. If all of the segments in the image have been dealt with, FINISH returns

SUCCESS. Otherwise, it calls A which uses the current motion, M, to obtain the

number, m, of that model segment corresponding to the imaged segment, i, if there is

such a model segment. If not, FINISH fails. If FINISH fails for any reason, ~TCH tries

the next assignment for imaged segment 1. If no model segment corresponds with imaged

segment 1, ~TCH rejects the model. If F~l:SH finds that m and i are congruent and if

the relative orientation between them is the same as for all previous matches, it calls itself

to treat the next imaged segment.

In the absence of symmetry (no congruent segments in the imaged surface and none in the

modeled surface), FINISH is called at most once for each imaged segment, with time com

plexity for the k th recursion, T" = CI + T"+11 for k = 2,...,n/-l, and Tn, = C2' where

Cl and c2 are constant times. The total time spent in FINISH is the time spent in the

topmost call T 2' which is found from the solution of the recursion equation to be at worst

O(n). Symmetric surfaces might be made to coincide by any of several rigid motions.

This particular algorithm will return SUCCESS for the first completely consistent match

that it finds. If the surfaces contain some congruent segments, but are only partially sym-

metric, MATCH may require more time. If, for instance, imaged segment 1 were

separately congruent with half the model segments, l\'lATCH would not in general find

the correct one first, and each rejection might require 0 (n) time.
~
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MATCH will correctly treat any surface composed of regular segments, such as an ellip

soid with three distinct semi-major axes. AB discussed in Appendix A, such an ellipsoid

would contain eight regular segments. And because of the symmetry of the ellipsoid,

some of the segments would be congruent, so there would exist four rigid motions which

would make two copies of such an object coincide. This presents no problem to the algo

rithm.. However, MATCH will fail if even two of the semi-major axes are identical. In

that case, the surface is cylindrically symmetric and would would contain no regular seg

ments, but instead only two singular segments.

4. Extension to Singular Segments

A singular segment cannot be parametrized by its inverse curvature image, since

detJ = 0 everywhere on it. The curvature image of a singular segment is not fully two

dimensional: it is either a curve or a point in the curvature plane instead of an area. We

will call the first a "partially resolved n segment and say that the second type of segment

is ntotally unresolved ". We will present a mixed parametrization that extends the theory

developed in section 3 to treat these segments, but it is neither as powerful nor as simple

as the preceding theory of regular segments. This mixed parametrization depends on arc

length from some segment boundary. This dependence on a remote feature makes the

representation of singular segments imperfect. It is not resistant to occlusion and there

fore not completely visible-invariant. We will develop a treatment for unoccluded singu

lar segments. It will turn out that the logic of the above algorithm does not change. But

the domain and range tests in ISCONTAlNED( i , m ) become more complicated. The

asymptotic time complexity will remain O(n) for noiseless unsymmetric surfaces.

Visible-invariance at the level of points on the surface can be preserved in some cases if

occlusion is carefully and explicitly treated. But, in general, this approach fails when

singular segments are partially occluded. ~TCH assumes that M can be completely
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determined from any corresponding pair of segments, but occlusion can completely con

ceal some degree of freedom in M: For instance, when none of the natural edges of a

plane segment are visible in the imaged surface and the segment is entirely bounded by

occlusion edges, then that segment cannot be used to determine those degrees of freedom

in M belonging to motions in the plane. Even the self occlusion of a sphere along its limb

is fatal to the preceding simple algorithm. Unfortunately, all developable surfaces and all

surfaces of revolution fall into this industrially interesting class, which includes planes,

cylinders, and cones.

We will restrict ourselves to small singular segments that are completely surrounded by

regular segments (to disallow self occlusion) and that are not otherwise occluded or

incomplete. This will ensure that the entire boundary of the singular segment is available

as a landmark. It is not difficult to relax these requirements somewhat, but we have not

yet found a completely satisfactory treatment of singular segments.

We will refine the partition of section 3 by further analyzing the edge set to reflect par-

tially resolved and unresolved singular segments:

E = UPR U UUR U E', (4.1)
where UPR contains all the regions of E on which detJ is defined, but vanishes, and whose

curvature image is a curve in the k plane. Similarly we collect all the smooth regions of E

with constant curvatures into UUR. This will leave E' as a final remainder.

4.1 Partially Resolved Segments

Here the gradients of the two curvatures together only define one direction on the surface,

either because one gradient is zero or because the two are parallel. The first case includes

developable surfaces (except for cylinders and planes which are totally unresolved). The

second includes surfaces of revolution [except for cylinders and spheres) and also surfaces

whose principal curvatures obey a relation k1 + k2 = constant, such as minimal surfaces
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when the sum vanishes.13

We will let k1 be the changing curvature or, in the case of minimal surfaces, either curva

ture. In either case, the k1 partially resolves the segment: the locus of points on the seg

ment surface with constant k1 is a curve lying in the segment and terminated on both

ends by the segment boundary. We are here tacitly assuming that each such curve is a

connected set and is not broken into two or more pieces by a hole in the surface or a rip

ple in the segment boundary. Just as the restriction on occlusion, this assumption can ...

also be relaxed, We will ignore this complication except to mention that it is typical of

singular segments and due entirely to their imperfect visible-invariance. No such problem

occurs on regular segments, where each point is uniquely identified locally by its two prin

cipal curvatures and independently of remote features.

Our singular segment can be regarded as a family of k1 curves. Each k1 curve can be

parametrized by arc length from one of its endpoints. We have assumed that both these

intersections with the segment boundary are actual features on the surface and not due to

occlusion. The sense of traversal of the curve is arbitrary so long as the imaged and

model curves are traversed in the same sense. Since the gradient of k1 is perpendicular to

the constant k 1 curve, we can choose the positive direction along the curve so as to make

Vk1 point to the right. In the absence of occlusion and disjoint k1 curves, this parametri

zation will agree with a similar treatment of the same k1 curve in any congruent segment,

and in particular, in the correspondent model segment.

We will partition UPR into a union of open sets which are bands in the sense that they

are bounded by two types of edges: those just mentioned where the curvature is evidently

discontinuous to some degree (Otherwise, the segment could be extended by Taylor's

theorem across the boundary). And second, by curves of constant curvature on which the

k
1

gradient vanishes also. Let U be one of those segments.
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On U, k1 has a nonzero gradient and therefore can be inverted to parametrize its eigen

direction. Stated differently, k1 uniquely identifies a k1 curve. The other curvature can

now be written as a function of the first, k2=k2(k 1) . For example, k 2 = 0 for every k1 on

a cone or any other developable. For minimal surfaces, k2 = - k 1•

Now if K( U) is the range of k1 on U, then for each value of k1 E K( U), we will define a

second parameter along the k1 curve. Let S(k 1) be the open real interval (O,smax)' where

Smax is the total length of the k i curve. Define 82 E S(k 1) as the arc length along the leI

curve from one intersection with the segment boundary. This defines a parametrization

of any U E UPR of the form x(k1,S2). We can partition and parametrize the model set

VR in the same way. The function ISCONTAINED(i, m) tests that the two curvature

domains (now simply intervals) obey K/( Ui ) ~ KM( Vm) and that the total arc length at

each curvature is no larger in the imaged segment than in the model segment, that is

S/<SM for each k1 and that

f dk l f ds l [PI - PMr= 0, (4.2)
K/( U) 9(1c 1)

where PI is now the surface area density for the mixed parametrization of the imaged seg-

mente As before, it is equal to the square root of the determinant of the metric for the

mixed parametrization; PM similarly measures the model segment. Except for the same

changes in domain and metric, FINDPOSE does not change.

4.2 Totally unresolved segments

It is ironic that planes, spheres, and cylinders are conceptually the most difficult to treat

in this theory. We parti tion the set UUR into connected camponents on which both cur-

vatures are constant, bounded by curves along which a surface curvature changes. Let U

be one such segment of the imaged surface and V be the correspondent model segment.
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The treatment of U requires two steps: Define V· to be related to V in the following

way: If V is a fragment of a plane, then V· is that entire plane. IT V is part of a sphere

or cylinder, then V' is the entire sphere or cylinder. The first step is to determine a rigid

motion, M 1, that brings U into coincidence with V·. The second step is to bring their

boundaries into coincidence by a second motion, M 2• First, construct the following arbi

trary coordinate system on U: in the case of planes, the system may be polar or Carte

sian; in the case of spheres, it is polar; and in the case of cylinders, it may be cylindrical or

helical with some prescribed pitch. In any case, construct a similar system on V·. Now

the surface can be parametrized in this coordinate system using arc length along the coor

dinate curves. The previous theory of section 2 can be reformulated to determine M 1

using this parametrization. The theory only requires a continuous correspondence

between points on two surfaces; this second parametrization is such a correspondence.

But since these parametrizations of U and V· are not uniquely determined, M 1 will con-

tain a error which must be corrected by a second motion, M2, determined by matching

the actual boundaries of U and -y-. In the case of planes, this will be a three parameter

motion in the plane. For spheres, it will involve a three parameter rotation about the

center of the spheres. For cylinders, it is limited to a rotation about the axis followed by

a translation along the axis. In each case, the boundaries of U and V are compared by a

two dimensional analog to MATCH in which the bounding curves are parametrized by a

scalar curvature.

This analog was hinted at in section 2, and now can be sketched in parallel to the theory

of regular surfaces presented in the latter part of section 2 and in section 3. Let X( U) be
•

an unresolved segment, where U is the domain set of the segment. Let X( C) be the boun-

dary curve of X( U). So that X( C) is a space curve parametrized by the same functions

as X, but whose domain is the curve C in the parameter domain.
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The geodesic 13 curvature, k , of the curve is a scalar measure which reduces to ordinary

plane curvature in the case of plane curves. Segment the boundary into arcs in which the

derivative of the geodesic curvature with respect to arc length does not vanish. This is

analogous to the J partition used in the treatment of surfaces. As before, there remains a

set of constant curvature points. The domain of the boundary is now the union

m

c = U C· U P,
j=1 1

which is the one dimensional analog of the previous partition of a surface. The model seg-

ment boundary, D, can be similarly analyzed.

Now we will say that the unresolved segment X( U) is congruent to the unresolved model

segment Y( V) if X( U) is congruent to Y( V') (that is, if the surfaces are congruent

without regard to boundaries) and if also the boundaries are congruent. Now the boun

dary X( C), containing n/ regular arcs, is congruent to Y(D), containing nM> n/ regular

arcs, if (1) there exists a permutation on the integers Tr:I ...I such that the intervals

KC(Ci ) C KD(D11'(i)) for i=1,2, ...,n, with equality holding whenever X(Ci ) is not

occluded, so that both endpoints actually belong to X( Ci ) . And (2), if

where

i':f.' f dk [PC - PD]2 = 0,
i=1 KC(Ci )

(4.4)

P = : ~ (4.5)

is the absolute value of the derivative of arc length with respect to the scalar curvature.

It is the one dimensional analog to the v'detG for surfaces. And (3), if there is a single

motion M 2 such that

i=nr

.~ f dk pi,dk) IXi(k) - N[~.iVflY-:r(j)(k)12 = O.
1=1 Kc(C.)

which is the one dimensional version of the expression for surfaces. Here, M 2 corrects the
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earlier error in MIl and the rigid motion that brings U into coincidence with V is the pro

duct, M 2M1 •

An added (but perhaps unsurprising) difficulty is that there may be "singular arcs" in the

bounding curve, analogous to "singular segments" in surfaces. Fortunately, there is only

one type, distinguished by constant curvature on planes and constant geodesic curvature

on spheres and cylinders. This includes circular arcs and straight line segments on planes

including their analogs on spheres and cylinders and nothing else. There is no further

regress. These singular arcs can be parametrized by arc length from one end point and

the remaining development is precisely parallel to the previous analysis of unresolved

singular segments.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a representation for a surface in Cartesian 3-space that

is visible-invariant except on regions that are both partially occluded and geometrically

simple. This representation is an ordinary re-parametrization of the surface, with the

local principal curvatures as new parameters. All points on the surface contribute uni

formly to the representation. The case in which a surface is given on several domains

presents no problem because a visible-invariant partition of the entire surface arises

naturally from the re-parametrization. The new partition can be constructed with con

ventional segmentation algorithms on the originally parametrized surface.

This representation depends on a certain richness in the local geometry of the surface.

We have called these rich regions "regular segments". The curvature parametrization

fails on other parts of a surface which are geometrically too simple. We have called these

simple regions "singular segments" and shown how they are identified by the same cri

terion that defines the boundaries of the partition mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
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Unfortunately spheres, cones, and planes are among these singular segments. We have

presented a second related representation which can be applied to these singular seg

ments, but it depends on distance to the boundary of the region, measured in the surface.

Because of its dependence on remote features, the second representation is imperfectly

visible-invariant: it is sensitive to occlusion. When these difficulties can be ignored, singu

lar segments can be treated on an equal footing with the robustly invariant regular seg

ments.

The representation depends less severely on a conjecture concerning the single-valuedness

of the curvature of a regular segment. We have shown in Appendix A that this curvature

parametrization is indeed single-valued for arbitrarily complex assemblies of regular seg

ments, if each is part of a quadric surface and if the boundaries that join the quadric seg

ments are sharp enough to be identified. (Ultimately, the segments are treated

separately). We believe that the curvature parametrization is always single-valued, but

we have not yet found a proof for the conjecture. Single-valuedness is useful, but not

essential. It permits each segment to be represented with an extremely simple data struc

ture: an ordinary array. If the conjecture proves false, the representation of a segment

may require more than one array. In that case, a new kind of boundary would have to be

introduced, analogous to the cut lines used to treat multiple valued functions of a com

plex variable. This "cut line" complicates the connectivity of the domain in the same way

that it does in the study of complex variables. Because we believe that this complication

may not occur for surfaces in 3-D, we have assumed it as a conjecture.

We have shown that the curvature parametrization of a surface is an excellent representa

tion for range image understanding. When an object can be identified by its regular seg

ments, the curvature parametrization solves the problems of object recognition and pose

determination: Each segment in the partition can be represented as an array indexed by

the two principal curvatures. Each pair of principal curvatures identifies both a point on
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the surface segment and an element in an array. The array element is a Cartesian triple

fixing the location of the point in (for example) the image coordinate system. Two sur

faces can be compared by comparing the segments in their partitions. The comparison of

segments is a correlation between arrays: it is limited to comparing elements at the same

indices, because the principal curvatures are independent of rotations and translations of

the coordinate system or object.

IT the arrays are identical, the surfaces are identical and posed identically. IT there exists

a single rigid motion that makes two arrays identical, the segments are congruent and

that motion is the pose of one segment relative to the other. In Appendix B, we have

developed a simple least mean squares technique for determining the existence of such a

rigid motion by producing the motion if one does exist. Otherwise, the segments are not

"the same".

We have carefully considered the constraints presented by rigid body geometry to the

problem of matching primitive surface elements with fixed relative poses. We have dev

ised a correspondence prediction function that can be applied to geometric matching

schemes. We have used this prediction function in the construction of our own recogni

tion and pose algorithm, which embodies and organizes all the above principals. We have

calculated its asymptotic time complexity to be less than standard segmentation algo

rithms for cases where the surfaces possess no partial symmetries and no pathological

singular segments.

One reservation remains to be noted. The theory depends on reliable estimates of the

second partial derivatives of the surface for the re-parametrization of a segment by its

curvature. The partition that defines the segments themselves depends on the third par

tials of the surface. These derivatives must support enough resolution not to blur distin-
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guishing features of the surface. This resolution requirement imposes a minimum feature

size (length) of twenty, or possibly forty, pixels in the current technology of range image

acquisition.
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Appendix A The Curvature map is invertible on a regular segment that is also

part of a quadric surface.

In this section we are interested in quadric surfaces,

ax 2+ by2+ CZ
2+ dxy + eyz + [z« +hx + iy + JZ+k = 0,

and to what extent the principal curvature can be used to parameterize the surface. Since

the principal curvatures are invariant under rotations and translations, a given surface

can undergo a rigid motion to simplify its equation. The simplified equation is of two pos

sible types:

(AI)

(A2)

Both of these equations are symmetric with respect to the zz and yz coordinate planes.

The principal curvatures are identical at their corresponding symmetric points. We will

see that for a large class of these surfaces the coordinate planes divide the surface into

regions on which no two points have the same principal curvatures. In our calculations

we will use equation (1) and leave the similar calculations for equation (2) to the reader.

The Gaussian curvature K and the mean curvature H are related to the principal curva-

tures k1 and k2 by:

K = k1 · k2

1
H = "2(k 1 + k2) (A.3)

Thus if two points have the same principal curvatures, then they have the same K and H.

We will show that K and H never repeat in an octant and hence the same is true for the

principal curvatures.

A straight forward calculation using equation (1) and the definition of the curvatures (see,
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for example Willmore,13 p 98) yields

(A.4)

H = 2b(1 +4a2x2
) + 2a(1 +4b 2y 2)

(1+4a 2x2+4b 2y 2)3/2
(A.5)

Restricting our attention to the first quadrant, make the change of variables

(A.6)

(A.7)

Then

(A.9)

(A.8)K=---4ab
1+u+v

H = 2b(1+u) + 2a(1+v)
(1 + u + v)3/2

The level curves K = constant are straight lines in the uv space.

4ab
v = - u + ---1

K
(A.10)

On one of these line segments

(A.I!)

4ab
2b(1+u) + 2a(I-u+- -1)

K

[ ]

3/2
4ab
K

If = ----------

[ ]

3/2
dH K

- = (2b - 2a) -
du 4ab

(A.12)

If a =1= b then this derivative is always positive or always negative. Thus H never repeats

on this line segment. Therefore the pair (H,K) uniquely defines a point on the surface in

the first octant. A13 noted earlier, this implies that the map from the surface in the first

octant to the plane of principal curvatures (k 1,k2) is one to one and hence invertible. This
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means that the principal curvatures may be used to parameterize the surface in the first

octant. By symmetry the surfaces in each of the octants can be parameterized by the prin

cipal curvatures.

It is the symmetry of the quadric surfaces that can be used to divide the surface into

pieces on which the principal curvatures may be used to parameterize the surface. These

global symmetries may be hard to locate and thus a local condition may be more useful.

Consider the map from xy-space to R 2 by (x,y) ....(K,H). This is a smooth map and its

Jacobian obeys

This is zero when a =0, b =0, a = b,x =0, or ay =0. The first three cases are examples of

singular segments where the principal curvatures cannot be used to parameterize pieces of

the quadric surface. The last two are exactly the divisions that we need to divide the

remaining quadrics into regions where the principal curvatures can be used for parametri-

zation. Now

det [ a(H,K) 1= 0 implies det [ a(k1,k2
) 1= 0 ,

a(x,y) a(x,y)
thus the subdivision produced by the second condition will be at least as fine as the first.
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Appendix B. Determination of the Rigid Body Motion Relating Two

Congruent Surfaces with Corresponding Parametrization

We will be interested in two surfaces in 3-space with the same parametrization in the fol-

lowing sense. If the two surfaces are

(B.l)

and

(B.2)

with U C V ~ R 2, then for every u E U, the point located at x(u) on the first surface is

the same point of the second surface, but located at y(u). In fact, we are thinking of the

domain here as the principal curvatures. Our curvature parametrization provides a con-

tinuous correspondence between points on two surfaces. But this method of pose determi-

nation applies equally to discrete cases as long as the correspondence is already deter-

mined.

We will pursue a rigid motion, M, which minimizes the pointwise Euclidean squared error

averaged over U, the smaller (image) domain. This mismatch is

E = <ldI2> = <Ix - MyI2>, (B.3)
where the averaging operator is a weighted integral over the smaller domain, but scaled to

have unit total weight, so that

<1> = f dk2p(k )1 = 1 (B.4)
K

In our continuous case, p is the differential area of the surface. In the discrete case the

integral would be replaced by a sum over pairs of corresponding points and p could be as

simple as the reciprocal of the number of pairs. If some pairs had higher confidence or

were more important, p would be the proper place to model that information. In our con

tinuous case p would make this importance proportional to actual physical area.
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The rigid motion is a linear transform of the form

My = Ry + t, (B.5)
that is, a fixed, but unknown rotation about the origin, R, followed by a fixed, but unk-

nown translation, t.

The translation can be expressed in terms of R by setting the gradient of E with respect

to t equal to zero. The result is

t = <x-Ry>.
This formal result can be substituted into the expression for the error,

E = < [x - R y - <x - Ry > 1
2 >,

or

(B.6)

(B.7)

E = <Ix - Ry12> - I<x - Ry>1 2
• (B.8)

This error can be minimized to determine the rotation R, which in turn determines the

translation t. The translation appears as a "mean" or "center of mass" term, familiar

from expressions involving the expectation of quadratic functions. This unified treatment

of the total motion, M, depends on a correspondence betw~n actual points in 3-space. It

was not possible for Faugeras and Hebert to obtain this unification in their seminal6 paper

because they dealt with primitives such as planes whose parameters unfortunately did not

have the transformation properties of points in 3-space. Nevertheless, the following

development owes much to their work.

R is conveniently constrained to be a rotation by expressing it as a quaternion product.I

Ry=qeyctq-l. (B.9)

A quaternion q is any real 4-vector along with special definitions for multiplication and

conjugation. Quaternion multiplication, e, is a certain bilinear operand for 4-vectors.

The components of a quaternion are thought of as a "scalar" part and a "vector" part,

q = qo + q. A 3-vector is taken to have a vanishing "scalar" part. The product of two

quaternions is
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(B.lO)

To uniquely specify the quaternion by the rotation, q is conventionally taken to have unit

length (norm) and positive zeroth component,

;=3
Iq 12 = L qi2 = 1 and qo > o.

i=O

Such a quaternion can be written

(B.ll)

q = cos: + n sin : ' (B.12)

where n is the axis of rotation and 6 is the angle. Only one additional observation is

essential about the quaternion product: Iq tt r I = Iq I IrI, for any two quaternions.

So now, we want to minimize E with the constraint Iq 12 = 1. With this constraint, the

minimum of Eq2 coincides with the minimum of E, but leads6 to a linear equation. Using

Lagrange multipliers, we will minimize

E' = Elql2 - Alql2,
or, since the norm of the product of two quaternions is the product of the norms,

(B.l3)

E' = <Ixe q - qttyl2> - I<Xtt q - qe Y>12 - Alql2. (B.14)
Any linear function of q can be written as the ordinary productf of a matrix that is

independent of q with the components of q, so

x ~ q - q ~ y = Aq,

for some A. Solving for the elements of A , we find

(B.15)

A = [(x~y) ;~~~)T 1, (B.16)

where ~(x) is the 3 by 3 matrix equivalent to cross product premultiplication:

~(x) v = x x v. It can be written with the Levi-Civita symbol on three indices, Eijlc,

which is unity if i,j .k is an even permutation of 1,2,3; is -1 if i ,1·,k is an odd permuta-

tion; and is zero otherwise.



j=3
iliJc(X) = ~ EijkXj,

1'=1
as is easy to verify.

Then

E' = «Aq)T(Aq» - «Aq)T> <Aq > - AqT q

attains an extreme value at
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(B.17)

(B.IS)

Bq = Aq, (B.!9) ,

where B = <A T A >- <A T > <A > is a real symmetric matrix of correlation constants,

and the best solution is the eigenvector belonging to the minimum eigenvalue. Now we

can evaluate the translation

t = <A> ¢ q-l, (B.20)

which is a quaternion with a vanishing scalar part (a vector), and the inverse of a quatern-

ion is

(B.2!)
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